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Curriculum Changes
There are several changes to the curriculum that will be
effective in 2018, depending on the particular exam. Some of
them are summarized below, but I recommend searching for
ASA curriculum changes on soa.org if you think any of these
affect you.

Probability Exam
Contains all the topics from the current exam P, with
some minor changes in learning objectives.

Financial Mathematics Exam
Contains interest theory portion of the current FM exam
with some minor changes. Has some additional
corporate finance topics taken from the corporate finance
VEE requirement.

Investment and Financial Markets
Exam
Stochastic calculus along with some other deeper
mathematical topics have been reduced. The eliminated
topics will appear on fellowship exams as appropriate.
However, some new corporate finance and portfolio topics
theory topics were added.

Long-term Actuarial Mathematics
Exam
This is a replacement for the current Exam MLC. Yield curves
and diversifiable risk have been removed, while estimation
topics currently on exam C now appear here. This exam
contains a combination of multiple choice and written
responses.

Short-term Actuarial Mathematics
This exam contains the biggest changes. The material on
estimation has been moved to the mathematical statistics
VEE, and life table estimations are now in the long-term
actuarial mathematics exam. Pricing and reserving have
been added.

Predictive Analytic Exam
New topic for the ASA curriculum. Candidates will be using
computer packages to analyze data sets. this will include the
use of models and various software. Finally, the candidate will
be required to create a report.

ASNA 2018
For those students who are interested, ASNA will be
holding its annual conference from January 5-7 in
Ottawa this year. The conference is a great way to meet
actuarial students and employers alike. There will be
plenty of opportunities to attend workshops, meet with
like minded people and, of course, have fun. Early bird
registration has already ended, but there are still a
limited number of tickets available for students.Moreover,
several actsci club execs are attending the event so feel
free to reach out if you have any questions or concerns.

Previous Events

November 15 - VBA Tutorial
With VBA being such an essential skill for so many different
careers, ActsciClub, FARMSA, and Stats club decided to
team up and bring UW a VBA tutorial, so students could
brush up on their skills!

November 27 - EOT
To celebrate the ending of a great term, ActSci club held
its last event at MC Comfy Lounge. Club members got to
play board games, chat with other students and most
importantly get some free KFC. Yum!

A Note from the Editor
Thanks for another fantastic year! It was great to get to meet
you during our events. I wish you the very best during finals
season and everything to come!
Jabir

Questions?
Reach out to us on the following social media, or visit us in the actsci
office in M3 during Office Hours!

UW Actsci Club

asclub.uwaterloo@gmail.com

@uwactsciclub

